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Programme for PACS secretaries on 
“How to do existing Business better in post reform scenario” 

 

Day Session  Topic  

 
 
 

Day 1 
 

I Registration of the participants – Ice breaking –

Inauguration of the Programme 

 

II Role of PACS  in changed scenario-rural banking  

III PEST & SWOT analysis-exercise  

IV Outcome of SWOT-Roles & responsibilities  

 
 
 

Day 2  

I PACS as profit center/business unit  

II Resource mobilization  

III Loan products  

IV New loan products-Advances against WHR/Gold etc  

 
 
 

Day 3 

I Basic accounting principles  

II Books of accounts & disclosure  

III Preparation of Balance sheet & BRS  

IV  Internal control & House keeping   

 
 

Day 4 

I&II Practical exercise for BDP  

III Concept of NPA & Recovery management  

IV Evaluation, feedback and Valediction   
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Program Aims  

 

 

The Program is specifically modeled for PACS secretaries with an objective of  

1. Developing capacity for doing the existing business in a better way in the post reform scenario 

2. Describing various method of resources mobilization 

3. Explaining various loan products under diversified business 

4. Illustrating standard accounting system 

5. Explaining components of good housekeeping system  

Enabling Learning Objectives 

 

 

At the end of the program, participants will be able to  

 

1. Explain the role of PACS in the rural banking 

2. Describe the method of doing SWOT analysis of PACS 

3. Assess the impact of PEST 

4. Analyze the outcome of SWOT 

5. Describe the roles & responsibilities of PACS manager 

6. Explain the PACS as profit center/business unit 

7. Describe the various methods for resource mobilization for PACS 

8. Illustrate the various existing loan products 

9. Explain the new products under diversified business for PACS 

10. Describe the guidelines for WHR and accreditation method for PACS 

11. Explain the basic accounting principles 

12. Illustrate the various books of accounts to be maintained by PACS 

13. Explain the format of financial statements 

14. Explain the importance of BRS 

15. Explain the internal checks and control mechanism in PACS 

16. Describe the methods of Good housekeeping system 

17. Execute the practical exercise for preparation of BDP for PACS 

18. Explain the prudential norms applicable for PACS 

19. Describe the steps under NPA and recovery management 

20. Understand how to do the existing business in a better way 

 

 

 


